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A note from the Creativity Fairy

Mickey is an invisible (imaginary) mouse who wants to play with the children.
 

1. Simply introduce your ‘friend’ to the children. (“This is my special friend. His name is Mickey and he is a mouse.”). 
Be sure to hold your hands as if there is a mouse nestling in them and stroke ‘Mickey’ as you speak.

2. Tell them that Mickey is very shy and so they must be very quiet so that they don’t scare him. Do this is a whisper 
– it sets the scene and means the children have to focus and be quiet so that they can hear you.

3. Explain that Mickey’s favourite game is running round in circles underneath children’s feet. 

4. Demonstrate the lifting of feet and reinforce the idea that this happens one person at a time. (“When I put 
Mickey down then he will run underneath my feet, then Sam’s feet, then Alisha’s feet…and all the way round the 

circle.”)

5. Once the children understand the concept, Mickey can grow bigger/get smaller/ run faster/ slower… it’s up to 
you!

Hello,

After visiting Pauline in her kingdom, I thought it might be a 
good idea to put together a few simple ideas of drama activities 
to do with young children . Hope you find them interesting and 

helpful .
Have fun!

Love from,  The Creativity Fairy.
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Very simple imagination game. It often 
takes the children a little while to start to 
develop their own ideas but imitation is 

�ne initially.

1. Introduce an object to the group – the 
more everyday the better. (a pen, spoon, 

piece of fabric…)

2. Explain that for the rest of the game it 
can be anything EXCEPT what it really is 
(‘For the whole game, this spoon is not 

allowed to be a spoon!!!)

3. Give a couple of examples and ask them 
to guess (whilst stroking the spoon over 

your hair, ‘What’s the spoon being now?...A 
hairbrush, good well done’)

4. Pass the object around the circle asking 
everyone to have a turn. Prompt them with 

suggestions if they are �nding it 
di�cult/repeating the same example over 
and over (‘Can you show me how to use it 

as a spade to dig in the garden with?’)

A good, fun game. Usually takes a little while for 
kids to get into this game as it requires fast 
thinking, but they do improve quickly if you 

keep trying it with them.

Ask the children to stand in a circle and explain 
the rules of the game (as below). Make sure that 

you are being very clear and precise and that 
you move around as you speak to demonstrate 

to the children how it works.

The Rules: 

One person starts by saying the name of the 
person they are going to ( ‘JOE’) and then 

moving towards them like a big scary monster! 
(encourage slow, exagerrated actions and loud 

sound e�ects)

Before the ‘monster’ reaches ‘Joe’, Joe must say 
someone else’s name and move towards that 

person like a big scary monster.
If you don’t say the next name quick enough, 

the monster will eat you up!

The monster takes the place in the circle of their 
‘victim’ so that there is constant movement. 



Nice simple activity, drawing on collective and shared experiences.

1. All children in a circle.

2. Decide on a location (eg the zoo, seaside, nursery etc)

3. Explain that, as a big group, we are going to make the sounds of that place so that we can pretend we are 
there. 

4. Build up soundscape one sound at a time. (eg one child makes sound of sea, someone else seagull, 
someone else children playing….all continue but keep adding in new 
sounds).

5. Be the conductor: Introduce concept that if you raise hands up in 
the air the sound gets louder, down to the �oor and sound gets 
quieter, slice through the air and sound stops. 
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Really nasty, 
funny game that kids tend to adore.

1. Take a piece of (imaginary!) chewing gum out 
of your pocket and put it in your mouth. 
(Discuss various disgusting �avours.)

2. Chew it with much exaggeration.

3. Explain that you are going to stick it on the 
person next to you and that they must then 
stick it on the person next to them and so on. 

You must try to think of a di�erent way of 
sticking it. (eg nose, shoe, hair etc)

4.Pass the chewing gum around the circle in 
this way, amongst much ‘uuurrrrgggghhh’ 

noises from the children!
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Good for the memory and also nice and active. Needs a bit of space!

1. Introduce initially the three colours of the tra�c lights and what they mean in this game:

Red = Freeze.
Yellow = Sit Down.

Green = Move Around.

2. Call out the colours at random. The children respond by acting accordingly

3. Once they have got used to these three, gradually add in more (these can be whatever you like)

Purple = Do a star jump.
Blue = Act like a monkey.
Pink = Touch the ground.

...and so on.

Quiet focus activity.

1. Ask all children to sit in a circle and hold hands loosely. It’s often a good 
idea to also ask them to close their eyes, dependant on the group.

2. Squeeze the hand of one of the children next to you (gently). That child 
then squeezes the hand of the next person, and the squeeze is passed 

around the circle. (Like Chinese whispers with hands.)

Lovely game for exploring emotions and facial expressions.

1. Tell the children that they each have a big pile of magic putty in front of them.

2. Take a moment for everyone to squidge their (imaginary) putty and make the 
squelchy sounds to go with it.

3. Explain that the putty can change your feelings.

4. Choose a feeling, eg happy/sad/angry/excited etc, and put the putty all 
over your face (take your time, use loads of sounds e�ects etc). When 

you peel the putty o�, you are all HAPPY/GRUMPY/SCARED etc.

5. Allow them to take turns in choosing an emotion for 
everyone to explore.
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Team-building activity.

1. Ask all the children to mirror everything you do. 

2. Start a slow clapping rhythm and the change your 
movements �uidly, always keeping a rhythm (eg tapping 

head, shoulders, clapping, clicking…)

3. After a minute or two, slow the rhythm right down and slowly, 
slowly slide your hands down your legs. Physically start to move your body 

lower.

4. Gradually fade out all sound/action until there is silence. 

5. Slowly, slowly start to move your body into an upright position.

6. When the moment is right, jump up and shout ‘HEY!’. 

Great game for verbal literacy 
and awareness of others.

1. All the children sit in a circle(ideally on chairs), with one child (or yourself initially) in the middle. 

2. The person in the middle says ‘The sun shines on….’ And then ends it with whatever they like (eg ‘…every-
one with brown hair’, ‘…everyone who likes chocolate cake’, ‘…everyone who eats their vegetables’, ‘…every-

one wearing trainers’)

3. Everyone who the statement is true for has to get up and sit in a di�erent sit in a 
di�erent place. The last person seated is in the middle next time. 

Fantastic for raising awareness of relativity and layers of stories.
Don’t be put o� if children don’t grasp this straight away – even if they are

spiderman every single time, they are still embracing the imaginative
concept of the activity!

1. One person starts o� the game by moving into the middle of the circle, 
making a statue of something with their body and announcing to the group what they

are ( “I’m a tree”, whilst standing tall, arms above head.)

2. The next person comes into the space and joins the tableau (freeze-frame). They may for
example say “I am a dog underneath the tree” and then make the statue

of the dog next to the person who is the tree.

3. Person 3 joins in a similar manner (“I am the person walking the dog”) and so on until
all members of the group are part of the tableau.

This activity can be extended by bringing the tableau to life with sound or movement .
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Great for imaginative role play, using props, building con�dence, developing 
complex language skills. 

1. Introduce the game by explaining that there is an invisible door behind you and 
through that door is the most exciting place in the whole world (chocolate grows 

on the trees, it’s sunny every day, everyone is happy etc etc)

2. The only rule of the amazing magical land of joy is that there are ‘no chairs 
allowed’. 

3. Children have to try and get into the land by persuading the ‘guard’ on the door 
that the chair is not a chair (“it’s a dog”, “but this is my wheelbarrow”, “it’s a buggy”)

4. Once they are ‘allowed in’ they then take on the role of ‘guard’ and someone else 
tries to get in. 

Lovely activity to start exploring physical theatre and repetitive 
movement. Encourages children to work together as a team and use 

their imaginations.

1. Explain to the children that you will be creating a machine today.

2. Ask them to choose what the machine will make (at this point if they 
chose a dinosaur or the colour pink or bubble gum…anything…it 

doesn’t really matter – humour them and validate their ideas.)

3. Ask what we need inside the machine and ask them one at a time to 
add in an action for the suggestion they make. 

4. Encourage them to repeat their actions (and sound e�ects?) over 
and over again, all at the same time.

5. Play with speeding the machine up and slowing it down.


